For once, less really is more. Our innovative panel system takes up less room and allows you to move fluidly within your space. By working around the existing architecture, you can comfortably fit more people or create more usable space in any given area. Interior Concepts’ customizable one-inch panel system allows you to maximize every square foot, and our Chase™ Wire Management System provides greater cable capacity and allows for easier reconfigurations. We achieve all of this while keeping our pricing competitive, and offering free space planning, on-site installation, flexible lead times, and 99.5% on-time delivery. Interior Concepts. Solutions that fit.
An Easy Call. Interior Concepts’ unique 1-inch panel system gives you more space, compared to the typical 2-3 inch panel, while providing greater cabling capacity. Our Chase™ Wire Management System delivers up to 80 times more cable capacity than conventional panel raceways, and even conceals outlets, keeping cords where they belong — out of sight.
Supervisor Stations

Everything In Its Right Place. Put your supervisors in charge of everything, with fully customizable stations that match their individual needs. From markerboards to tackable panels, you can give them exactly what they need to succeed. Stations of any design and any height can be easily incorporated anywhere in your space, putting your key personnel right where you need them.

Supervisor Stations

Private Supervisor with Zig Zag Agent Stations

Supervisor with Divided Agent Stations

Command Center Station
Administrative Offices

Increased Productivity. Refine your administrative workstations by letting the task define the space. Personalize the worksurface size and shape, panel length and height, and add a full range of ergonomic accessories. Choose from overhead storage, storage cabinets, fixed or adjustable keyboards, lateral files and a wide array of fixed and mobile pedestals.
Reception Stations

A Welcome Addition. First impressions are crucial, and our reception stations are the perfect landmark for visitors, or anyone looking for assistance. Even the view from behind the desk is impressive, offering the privacy of raised center panels and lockable drawers, as well as ergonomic accessories such as adjustable height keyboards.
Higher Learning. Create the perfect learning environment by offering instructors the option of placing monitors on the worksurface or below it. Interior Concepts’ training rooms are designed to allow for maximum eye contact, creating a more productive atmosphere. Our innovative Chase™ Wire Management System accommodates an increased demand for technology, while keeping all cords and cables tucked safely away.

Training Rooms

Training Stations with Down Under Units

Training Center with Ganged Tables
Tables

Flexible environments. With their solid construction, wear-resistant laminate tops, and four leg options: fixed, folding, height-adjustable, and flip-top, our tables contribute almost unlimited utility to business environments. Practical details, including modesty panels, wire management, ganging mechanisms, and worksurface power/data pods, provide functional flexibility. Worksurface, edge, and leg colors offer aesthetic versatility.
Casegoods

Smartly Appointed. Interior Concepts can give your executive spaces, reception areas, and conference areas an elegant aesthetic without breaking the bank. The difference is in the details, and our casegoods are fully customizable, allowing you to bring corporate style into your executive and gathering spaces. Whether you want a custom-designed space or the luxurious look and feel of wood furniture, we can create a space where people will love to work and gather.
Chase™ Wire Management System

The largest cable capacity. The easiest to use. And quicker, more cost-effective installation. Our unparalleled Chase Wire Management System has it all. The large open Chase system runs from station to station and is easily accessed by sliding doors. Changing computers and rerouting wires is a snap — saving time and money during reconfiguration. Original installation is even easier since cables can be easily laid throughout the Chase system, unlike in narrow panel raceways with other systems. Whether you need powered or non-powered, our Chase Wire Management System can accommodate your every need.

A Sampling of Accessories

Product Accessories
- CPU Holders
- Desktop and Task Lighting
- Paper Management Systems
- Flipper Inserts

Ergonomic Tools
- Adjustable-Height Worksurfaces
- Footrests
- Keyboard Trays and Adjustable Mechanisms
- Adjustable Monitor Arms

Casegoods
- Media Cabinets
- Wardrobe Cabinets
- Bookcases
- Pedestals

Seating
- Task Chairs
- Conference Chairs
- Guest Chairs
- Stackable Chairs
- Stackable with Tablet Arm
Interior Concepts “green solutions” initiative:

- MAS Certified Green products (compliant with BIFMA X7.1)
- Non-toxic and low-emitting VOC paint
- 100% recycled or recovered wood particleboard
- 100% recycled fabrics
- Reduced manufacturing waste with custom-sizing
- Brochure printed on FSC-certified 10% post-consumer recycled paper with vegetable-based inks